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The Beijing Library contains two valuable historical works. One
is the ~~ kagami %-} -t~, printed in the Kan "e i '~,W- reign period
(1624-30) in Japan; the other is the ~~gi ii£g bu %~~~~ , a manuscript copy from the Jiaqing
period (1796-1821) of the Qing ;..~
dynasty in China. Why are the Chinese characters in the titles of
these two books, one from Japan and one from China, so similar? What
is the relationship between them? This interesting issue necessitates research into the historical interaction between Chinese and
Japanese culture during the Qing Oera.
The ~zuma ka~mi is a well-known historical work concerning
ancient Japan. The first two characters of the title, read az~ma in
Japanese [and wugi in Chinese], mean East in Japanese.
It refers in
general to the Kanto r~~~region of Japan, or it may specifically
indicate the location of the bakufu to the East of Kyoto. The character ~~ami (jing in Chinese) means mirror. Thus, the title of this
work would translate as "Eastern Mirror," and it is on occasion
referred to as Tokan ~.lf
which carries this meaning.
Although we no longer know the name of the author of this book,
it was compiled by an official of the Kamakura1J1G bakufu.
It is a
chronicle of Japan from 1180 (fourth year of the Ji jo )~7'k reign period under Emperor Antoku 1~~,in Japan; seventh year of the Chunxi >t~~
reign period, under Emperor Xiaozong~~ of the ~o~thern Song dynasty in China) until 1266 (third year of the Bun'ei~~ reign period 1
under Emperor Kameyama ~ Ll; in Japan; second year of the Xianchun ftfX.
~l- reign period, under Emperor Duzong
of the Southern Song in
China). It is thus a history covering 87 years from Minamoto no
Yorimasa's >~. t1Qt~ [1104~80] raising of an army through Prince
Munetaka'slf~
[sixth shogun of the Kamakura bakufu, 1242-74] return to the capital.
The ~zum~ ka~mi is a meticulously detailed work in 52 chapters.
For nearly every year, every month, and every day, it records a variety of activities centering on the person of the shogun. Its coverage is extremely broad, incl~ding the words and deeds of shoguns,
high officials, and military men, poetic and literary writings,
hunts, banquets, and even variations in the weather from day to day.
If the climate were .t o change and the shogun had gone out, the text
records the names of each and every person in his entourage.
It
appears as though the author composed this work on the basis of compilations of the family records, documents, and writings of the
shogun and his high ministers, as well as the diaries of aristocrats.
It is exceedingly valuable in the study of ancient Japanese history,
with its painstaking historical detail, and it is an especially im-
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portant historical work for research into Kamakura military society
and the Kamakura bakufu.
For these reasons, it has received considerable attention over the years by Japan's ruling elites, which has
enabledi t to remain extant until our times.
Tokugawa Ieyasu ~"t 11111A[, first shogun of the Tokugawa bakufu, also attached much importance to it, regarding it as the assimilated lessons of historical
experience. He used it as a historical frame of reference for his
. own rule and thus personally ordered its reprinting.
\
At the front of the edition printed in the Keicho /~~ reign
period [1596-1615], there is a preface (dated 1605, or the 33rd year
of the Wanli fj fh reign period in China). It reads in part: "Men live
in the world, and their words and deeds, be those good or bad, must
be recorded.
If they do a good deed and it is recorded, then it will
b~nefit others for one hundred generations; if they do something bad
and it is recorded, it will cause others harm for one hundred generations. Words and deeds are truly the fulcrom of a gentleman.
How
can they not take such things seriously? Mr. Zuo's ~ record of the
Spring and Autumn period provided an august mirror for many, many
years, which made it difficult for fine historians to gain fame. The
author of Tokan has recorded here a general chronicle of 87 years
from the fourth year of the Jijo reign (1180) until the third year of
the Bun'ei reign (1266), having collected a wide body of materials.
Unfortunately, we do not know the name of the author."l Later, it
notes: "Our great shogun Ieyasu· frequently read from this work to
learn about the experiences of the past in bringing orderly rule to
the world, seeing its benefits and reflecting on the bad ... He ordered it "t o be printed, so that it would be passed down for years and
subsequent 'g e n e r a t i o n s would be able to read it and distinguish
clearly. Thus, not only would it be a clear mirror for the East, but
indeed he ~urely wrote it as a warning for all.,,2
The copy of this work held in Beijing Library dates to 1626
(third year of the Kan'ei reign period~ under Emperor Gomizuno-o ~ n~
in Japan; sixth year of the Tianqi ~
reign period of the Ming
dynasty in China), with the Japanese punctuation added by Kan Ry6bu
~~i
At the end is an postface written by Hayashi Doshun iF~~
~ [Hayashi Razan
~iJ.\, 1583-1657], in which he notes that Kan
"placed Japanese punctuation marks in the margin ••• to enable even
those with little learning to be able to read it. If a state is to
prosper or decline and morality to advance or decay, then that which
enables one to make use of warnings reflected in the past and serves
as aids in governance can make good use of criticism of earlier
t.Lme s j he thus wrote this epilogue.,,3
The Kan'ei edition of the Azuma kagami entered China, roughly
speaking, in the early Qing period, and it was referred to by Chinese
as a "curious book from overseas." The famous scholar of the early
Qing, Zhu Yizun ~ t~~
(also known as Zhu Zhutuo ~ Jri 1~ [1629-1709])
wrote an essay entitled "Wuqi jing ba" *t#u~
[Afterward to the
Azuma ~agami], which appears in his Pushu ting: II
~ [Collec-
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tion from the Air-o~t-the-Books Pavillion].
It is a summary introduction to the contents of the Azuma ~~ami. "Az£ma ~~ami in 52
chapters is also known .as !okaQ. The author's name is unknown to us.
It has bot h an preface dated the tenth year of the Keicho reign period [1605] as well as a later postface by Hayashi Razan, a native of
that country [Japan], dated the third year of the Kan 'ei reign period
[1626] . . . The period that it chronicles begins with the fourth year
in the Jihei [sic., Jijo] reign period under Emperor Antoku [1180]
and ends with seventh month of the third year in the Bun'ei reign
period [1266] under Emperor Kameyama, in all some 87 years. The
years, months, days, and weather are recorded, and it gives detailed
records of the shogun's taking power and his days of archery."
He also discussed how contemporary Chinese had little understanding of Japanese history, and how the work Riben ~ao ~i~ [A
Study of Japan] by the Li Yangong
~~
of the 1 ate Ming "recorded
that country's customs in great detail" but "did not clarify the
names of its ·kings through the generations." Additionally, in this
essay he discussed the process through which he came ipto possession
of this work.
"In the j iachen '<f k- year of the Kangxi ~ reign
[16~4], I was able to see this work in the Hall for the Study of
Antiquities of Mr. Gao ~ of GuodongJ..fff.. , and 43 years later I obtained it for my own bookshelf." Worthy of attention in this essay
is Zhu's indication that "sadly two chapters, six and seven, are.
lost." The text of the Azuma kagami which we discovered in Beijing
Library is also missing those two chapters, and each chapter in the
work carries a seal affixed which reads: "Collection of Cao Lianting"
~ ~ ~ ~iX.
Zhu and Cao enjoyed a close relationship; Zhu once
wrote a preface to Cao 's poetic works, and after Zhu's death Cao
printed his collected works.
In addition, a number of works from
Zhu's library became Cao's. Thus, on the basis of this bond, we
estimate that quite possibly the edition of the Azuma ka~mi held in
Beijing Library was the Kan'ei edition of the work which Zhu Yizun
reported having seen.
In 1603 Tokugawa Ieyasu established the Tokugawa bakufu in Edo
(present-day Tokyo).
In order to prevent the intrusion of European
capitalist forces, the bakufu enacted a "closed door policy" or
sakoku
and ordered a prohibi tion on Japanese merchants going
overseas to trade. The bakufu also forbad the propogation of Christianity in Japan and prevented merchant ships from Spain, Portugal,
England, France, and other Western countries from coming to Japan to
trade.
It allowed only Chinese and Dutch ships to sail to the single
Japanese port of Nagasaki to engage -in trade. To do this, the bakufu
marked off Nagasaki as directly administered territory and set in
place a special official, the Nagasaki Administrator (bugyo
to run the local administration. This period in China corresponds to
the Ming-Qing transition, Toyotomi Hideyoshi's
two invasions into Korea of 1592 and 1596, and the Chinese military expedition to oppose Japan and assist Korea. Thus, enactment of the Ming
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government's order to forbid maritime contact, normal trade, and
cultural interaction with Japan were all suspended.
In the early Qing period, the Manchu regime implemented a ban on
maritime contact and en~cted as well an "exclusion policy" in terms
of foreign trade. As a result, the flow of personnel and economic
and cultural interactions between China and Japan were relatively
minor during this period. Chinese understanding of conditions in
Japan at the time remained poor and altogether incomplete. Only a
very small number of merchants and scholars who traveled to Nagasaki
wrote accounts of their experiences in Japan. Among the more wellknown of such works were Chen Lunjiong'sr~1t~~ [fl. 1730] Hai~£
wenj ian 1 u ~ \j) 1m IfL ~'[Record of Thing~ Seen and Heard among the
MaritimeKingdoms] and Wang Peng's >1 A~~ xiu hai pia!} ~:\~}~
[Essay
on Coastal Defenses]. Because Chinese were at the time only permitted to pass through and observe Japan by way of the window of
Nagasaki, hard knowledge about Japan was comparatively limited; they
could only describe Japanese customs and conditions superficially and
simply.
In the QianIOng~tF.i period, the following case cropped up unexpectedly. At this time, the Qing government prohibited the local
minting of private currency. There was discovered by chance along a
certain coastal area a copper coin on which was cast the characters
"Guanyong tongbao" '[ jt_~ ~ (Japanese, "Kan 'ei. tsuho or "currency of
the Kan'ei reign period"). The official in the Board of Revenue
which handled financial administrative matters reported to the emperor that China had never had the reign title "Guanyong," and that he
did know from whence this money had corne to China. The Qianlong
Emperor soon ordered his provincial magistrates to investigate the
background of this currency, but no one knew anything.
"The prefects
and district magistrates were all flustered and at a loss as to what
. to do." Finally, a scholar from the Suzhou area by the name of Wang
Huiyin
~ realized that it was a Japanese coin. The basis for
his jUdgment was the mention of a Japanese reign period "Kan'ei" in
the essay "Wuqi jing ba" in Zhu Yizun' s fushu ting II Ci£an 44].
He
reasoned further that it was highly probable that this coin was carried home by a Chinese merchant returning from Japan where he had
bartered with copper. Based on the facts contained in Wang Huiyin's
analysis, the Jiangsu ~~~, Provincial Governor Chen Hongmou r~,~ tj,
reported to the throne and resolved this difficult matter.
"It was
only because a literatus knew the title Az£ma kagami, but when he
sought out this book he was unable to obtain it.,,4
Although highly dissatisfied with the state of Chinese scholarship on Japan in the late Ming and early Qing, everyone was hoping
for the pUblication of a detailed introduction on the situation in
Japan. For a long time, no one wrote such an introductory work which
was accurate in its details. Finally, in the Jiaqing reign period, a
"classical scholar from a remote area" (Wuj iang ~ Y1.. county, Jiangsu)
by the name of Weng Guangping
"devoted seven years and went
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through five drafts in composing the Wugi jigg ~~ [Emendations to the
AZ~!!!~ kagami]." 5
.
""" IfrJ
Weng Guangpin..s l176?-184~~ (~i Haicher: /:gj l~.. ' h~o Haicun *~p
was from Pingwang ~ ~ In WU]lang county.
He Ilved In the Qianlong,
Jiaqing, and Daoguang j -fu eras and died a t the age of 83.
"As a
government student he took the imperial examinations in 1821. He
showed particular affection for antiquity and loved the curious; his
character was lofty and pure."6 He grew up in ~ horne on the edge of
poverty and was disappointed in the civil examinations until he managed to obtain the xiucai ~ ~ ' d e g r e e at the age of 46.
Yet, content
in his poverty, he pursued his studies and developed a great breadth
of learning and multiple talents of considerable diversity: histor ical geography, painting, poetry, calligraphy, astronomy, and mathematics, among other fields. The famous scholar of the Tongcheng~~1~
school, Yao Nait~l:.~ [1732-1815], had a great appreciation for Weng's
talent and praised him in the following manner: "He was widely conversant with the numerous writings of classicists and historians,
works of geography and phonology, and the Classi6 of .the Mountains
and the Sea~ (~haQhai jigg ~~~;i), as well as with foreign lands and
alien terrains.~·
Weng's "extremely rich written work,,8 would include, in addition
to ~!!gi iing: ~!!: Xu Soggl ing: ~enxi~ ~~ ;p~ ~t ~ ~
[The Song 1 ing
Records, Continued], Tingying iQ wenchag o~~ ~ :Z.~1· [Prose Writings
from the Dwelling of Listening to Orioles], ~~in9:Ying: iQ shichao O~I~
4. ~~J' [Poetic Writings from the bwelling of Listening to Orioles],
Jinshi jilu !r~~~ [Collection of Bronze and Stone Inscriptions],
Pingwagg ~heQ ~hi 5f ~
it· [Gazetteer of PingV?ang], and others.
Weng spent his entire l{~e in poverty and destitution; "his scholarly
accomplishments remained hidden, and very few knew of him."g
What made Weng G~angping want to write such a study of Japan as
the Wugi jing: bu? Here hangs a complicated and fascinating tale.
Throughout his life, Weng "by nature enjoyed strange books," and on
one occasion he happened upon a manuscript edition of the Azuma
kagami at the horne of a Mr. Wang
of the Zhenqi ~ ~tr Pa v i l l ion in
Wulin ~
The text may well have been handcopied from that owned
by Zhu Yizun.
It contained in all 24 ~tring-bound volumes, each of
over 30 pages, each page of fourteen lines, and each line of sixteen
characters. Weng became very interested in the text and asked if he
could take it horne and make himself a copy, but Mr. Wang would not
permit him to borrow it. He was compelled to leave unsatisfied.
Later, he was shown another manuscript copy of this work by the
eldest son of Pan Jiatang}~ *~ [1646-1708], a Hanlin Academy member
from the same local area as Weng. This edition carne from a copied
text held in the Shuizaixuan
~!f:f'
collection in the horne of You
Xitang j(.®
(You Tong :t:.11~ [1618-1704], a well-known scholar from
the Kangxi era); it was incomplete, with 300 pages in all, each page
with 24 lines, and each line with 24 characters.
"Unfortunately,
when it was copied out, the weather recorded for specific dates and
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mention of readings from Buddhist texts were all cut out." This was
a text with portions expunged. Weng borrowed this work for about
one-half year and consulted the Negg§seg ~ ~ t{ [{Japanese} Era
Names, with Annotations]. and other Japanese writings, brought back to
China by merchants returning from Japan, to make corrections. After
a careful reading, he deeply felt that, although the events chronicled in the ~zuma ka~mi only covered 87 years, they included "the
weather for each day of each month and each year throughout those 87
years, including meteorological portents in comprehensive detail, and
they also detail the shogun's taking power as well as such events as
his archery and hunting gatherings."IO
Weng had already established that, "although" the author of this
work "had only transcribed and compiled what he had heard and seen,
the work was quite rich, and he had well invested his energy into
it." At the same time, he noted that it also contained erroneous,
confused, and careless portions. He po i nted out that "it says that
[the reign of Emperor Jinmu ~.~ 1X corresponds to the iiayin ~ ~ year of
King Xi1\:£' of the Eastern Zhou, and it ;:=ites the Jiyuan ka2 ~GflJ~
[Study of Origins] by Zhong Guanghan ~1
).x. of Jiaxing ~ ~ . This
would in fact correspond to the seventeenth year of theCreign of King
HUi~Jl, for there was no iiayin year in the reign of King Xi.
This
is an error."
He next pointed out the enormous detail recorded in the AZu~
kagami: "Did it have to record the weather for every day of ~very
month?" This is a point of confusion in the text.
He did note that
its chronicling of good and bad in the words and deeds within was of
fundamental importance and worthy of emphasis, "but those it refers
to as 'good' merely recognizes those who bestowed gi fts on ce r t a i.n
officials, teachers, or ordinary people. What it means by 'good'
remains unclear. Those it refers to as 'not good' are merely people
who killed or banished someone. What it means by 'not good' remains
unclear." Elsewhere in the text the only three Chinese work are
cited, among them the Classic 21 Fili~l Pie!y, and geographical works
made up only half of the other books. This is careless. I I
Under these circumstances, Weng decided to add .his own corrections to the text of the Azu!.!.@. kagami, "by using essential Japanese
historical texts, lesser treatises, and other historical records
through the ages, select what is well written of the important documents and what is reasonable of the events, and then summarize in
several dozen or perhaps a hundred sections to plug up its leaks.,,12
He also felt that very few writings concerning minority peoples
and foreign history were ever appended or added to the official dynastic histories in the past.
In the Song there had been just the
Qidan guo zhi
pt
;~. [Chronicle of the Qitan State 1 by Ye Longli
~L [jinshi of 1247]; and in th~ Qing there were just such works
as the Zhonj-shan chuanxin lu ~ J.\111"i ~ [Record of News from
Zhongshan]~ by Xu Zhenggao q~_ ~t ~ and the Xixi~ ~hi ~
of Hong
Liangj i >}.
~ [I 7 46-1809] and Yan Kejun
111 . However, "of the
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countries to the east of the sea, Japan is the largest" and cannot be
compared with the kingdom of Zhongshan and like .states; for "this
land's documents are truly worth an official investigative journe y
there." Thus, he planned to learn from works such as the QiS!.~!} 9:~Q
~hi and the Xixi:~ ~hi and, "using the historian's practice of the
chronological record, compose a comprehensive mirror for Japan." He
shirked neither pain nor difficulty and selected information from a
large number of sources gathered by every means available.
For the
purposes of establishing a basis for his emendations and critique of
the AZ~!!!~ ~~~!!!i, Weng studied Japanese politics, economics, military
affairs, culture, history, geography, a~d customs. After seven long
years and five drafts, he completed his magnum opus in 1814 ~the
nineteenth year of the Jiaqing reign period): ~~gi: jl!}9: 2~' an introduction to and study of Japan.
From what is at present known, the Wugi jl!}9: 2~ had two editions, one of 28 chapters and one of 30 chapters, both handwritten
manuscripts. The edition in the Beijing Library has 28 chapters.
In
his introductory remarks, Weng Guangping notes: "The book was written
on the basis of the ~zuma ka~!!!i: as well as records from various
stat~s on t~e ~ea/~o~theeast, ' ~ h e Neng§ sen and the ~ihQ!} ~endai
ra!}Y2
i$
~ [Comperid i um of Japanese Eras]. It was thus
named Wugi: iing £~." This. gives the origins of the ti tie of his
work. He goes on to say: "But I have stressed a written style similar to the form of a chronicle, and another name for this work would
be giben ~Q ~hi
[Chronicle of Japan]. This is just like
the AZ~!!!~ ~aga!!!i's also being called the Tok~~.,,14 Weng's ~iben guo
~hi (namely,., the ~Qgi jl!}g 2~) appeared over 70 years before Huang
Zunxian .~ ~ ~ composed his famous work by the same name in 1887.
This would tend to strengthen the historical value of Weng's work as
an important reference text in Sino-Japanese cultural interaction
during tne Qing period.
The text of the ~Qgi: jl!}g £~ contains the following sections:
geneological table, geographical treatise, treatise on customs, treatise on the economy, transportation laws, treatise on bureaucratic
positions, bibliographic treatise, writing system, explanation of the
[Japanese] language, military matters, treatise on subjugated states,
and miscellaneous records. We would like now to introduce in summary
form the contents of each of these sections of the text.
The geneological tables fill altogether ten chapters or onethird of the entire text. Weng compared and collated Japanese and
Chinese historical works, and he recorded the imperial Japanese genealogical table, including " major events that transpired, from 23'
generations before Emperor Jinmu to 120 generations after him, namely
the re ign 0 f Emperor Gomomozono J6
I~ [ r . 1 771-79] .
The geographical treatise fills two chapters, and in the 30chapter edition of the entire work there is one chapter of maps. By
comparing Chinese and Japanese records, Weng was able to introduce
the geography of Japan's Five Home Provinces (gokinai 1L~\~), the
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Seven Districts of ancient Japan (~gichig§ ~~ ), and the Three
Islands (~~~!§ 3~). He also devoted nearly an entire chapter to
the geography of Nagasaki.
attached to this treatise the sea
routes tqken in traveling from China to Japan.
The treatise on customs also occupies two chapters.
He se lected
several dozen Chinese-language documents from a large number of materials gathered to introduce the local manners and customs of the
Japanese people. He praised Japan here: "As for the strengths of the
state to the east of the sea [i.e., Japan], they have numerous boats
always in a state of hustle and bustle, the landscape is absolutely
wonderful, the beauty of the scenery is magnificant, ... and no one
picks up things dropped along the road." He also discussed Japan's
policy of exclusion and the bakufu's interdiction on Christianity.
The treatise on the economy is a single chapter, and it cited a
variety of materials taken from works such as the ~Q~ ~~!l ~g~ .r6. ~~ f:1
[History of the Later Han Dynasty] and §~~~Q ~hi ~~~, [Chronicle
of the Three Kingdoms] down through · the Xiu ~ai Eian.
It introduced
the various commodities produced, traded, and imported by Japan.
Weng appended to this section several poetic works, including the
"Riben shan ge" 6;f /~ .~ [Ode on .a Japanese Folding Fan] and "Riben
dao ge" 6/"$ fJ
[Ode on a Japanese Sword, both by Ouyang Xi u
1007-72) .
The transportation laws take up one chapter as well. This chapter summarized the regulations laid'down by the bakufu for the handling of Sino-Japanese trade at Nagasaki, including edicts on travel
and baggage inspection, rules on cargo inspection, and the like.
Weng presented highly valuable source material for researCh on SinoJapanese trade in the Qing period.
.
The treatise on bureaucratic positions is also a single chapter.
It discussed several dozen Japanese official posts.
The bibliographic treatise occupies seven chapters, and it is
extremely rich in content.
In it he recorded the titles of numerous
poetic and prose works by Chinese and Japanese intellectuals, thereby
presenting scholars of Sino-Japanese cultural interaction with invaluable material. This section concludes with a list of books including Japanese works as well as Chinese works lost in Japan, altogether
over 100 different titles.
The writing system fills one chapter. Here kana readings are
written next to Chinese characters approximating their sounds.
The explanation of the language comprises one chapter in the 28chapter edition of this work and two chapters in the 30-chapter edition. He compared the Chinese and Japanese languages, and he provided a glossary of over 1000 terms divided into more than ten categorie~ such as astronomy, the seasons, geography, people, flora and
fauna, clothing and carriages, dwellings, and colloquial expressions.
The majority of these were vocabulary of daily use in business and
commercial exchanges used between Chinese and Japanese. Appended as
well are the names of the streets of Nagasaki.
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One chapter is concerned with military matters..
It was based
primari 1y on the events recorded in fingrang 1 u .f
[Record of
Leve I Land, by Zhuge Yuansheng 'it
-1'w}-IJ. ] concerning Hideyoshi' s
expedition against Korea.
~ .
F inally, there is a chapter comprised of a treatise on sUbjugated states and miscellaneous notes • . It introduced several states
subordinated by Japan, but there are rather many errors in this section.
It is conceptually confused, particularly with respect to its
idea that the states of Paekje ~}~ and Sillali.~}.on the Korean peninsula had become vassals of Japan, which was incorrect.
In addition, at the front of the entire work is a list of writings consu I ted by the author, incl~di.ng the §.ui shu
[History of
the Sui Dynasty], Quan Tang §.hi
1~
[Complete Tang Poetry], Da
Qing yitong zhi ~)~- ~t~,t.
[Comprehensive Gazetteer of the Great
Qing Dynasty], and ~ai~Q wenjian lu. Altogether over 150 Chinese
works are listed. Furthermore, over 30 Japanese work are listed,
incl uding ~zuma ka~I!!i, Nihon shoshi 8.;:$ /1.. it·
[Short Chronicle of
Japan], and Nengo §.en. There are also Korean works here, such as
Tongguk L on~I!! 1ff.. I1J
[Comprehens i ve Mirror 0 f the Ea stern
Land].
In all the list comes to over 180 titles, remarkable corroborative evidence, to say the least. Thus, this work has considerable
reference value as a source.
Weng Guangping lived in the mid-Qing period when China and Japan
had still not exchanged delegations. Although merchants traveled
between the two countries, as a whole interchange remain minimal.
In
this era when Chinese generally still lacked any understanding of
national conditions in Japan, a destitute Weng Guangping, living in
poverty and unable to travel beyond the near vicinity of his own home
area, was in no position to travel far and wide, to say nothing of
actually crossing the sea and visiting Japan. Yet, under these
straightened circumstances, he managed to search widely and ultimately amass a large number of Chinese and Japanese works concerned with
Japan; and he wrote this remarkable study of Japan, a work whose
value is truly difficult to assess. Had he not been a man of such
stubborn vitality and painstaking, unrelenting spirit, his work might
not have been completed.
As his friend Shi Yunyu li~:Z $. [1756-1837] put it in a postface
to the work: "Weng [Guangping], zi Haichen, noted the omissions and
incomplete portions of the Japanese book Azuma kagami, and he poured
his life's energy into it. He tracked down sources exhaustively and
composed his ~ugi jing bu, and he stressed in detail that nation's
[imperial] geneology, scenery, cities, laws and regulations, customs,
products, and language." Shi also noted that the Azuma ka~mi was
then "in print, although only a few copies had come to China and was
virtually unknown among scholars. Weng knew this book thoroughly,
and while raising its essential points he corrected its inaccuracies." Furthermore, because Japan lay far off beyond the sea and
only a few merchants had actually made the trip to Nagasaki, even
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historians had yet to gain a summary knowledge of Japan.
But, "Weng
was an indefatiguable scholar.
If he was indeed able to get his
hands on it, then wouldn't this ordinarily be close enough?" Thus,
he lauded Weng for "ask~ng so many questions about w~at might be
te~med a love of antiquity.
There is not a single household throughout the realm that does not know of the endeavors of Xu Zhongju ~~.~~
[1027-1103] of the Song. Weng's work was in no way inferior.,,15
Of course, when writing his book, Weng did not go to ·Japan to
carry out investigative field research and examine other studies.
One might say as a result that his knowledge lacked a sense of reality and thus that his work had rather major limitations in a certain
number of areas. Under the conditions of the time, he was in a position only to rely on the events as transcribed in various books and
records at hand, and if they had errors in them, he may have passed
them on erroneously.
The ~Qgi jigg ~~ provided a detailed and concrete introduction
to the politics, economics, military matters, culture, history, geography, customs, and other areas of ancient Japan.
It was of great
assistance in helping Chinese to understand Japan. This is precisely
what Weng claimed in his preface to be his wish: "Just to provide the
historical recbrd of an area east of the sea.,,16 His work is historical evidence of Sino-Japanese cultural interaction during the Qing
period. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, the book has not
been reprinted and only a few manuscript copies are extant. Since it
did not circulate widely in its day, and few · of weng's contemporaries
knew of it, it never attracted the attention it deserved.
In his
note to the 3D-chapter edition of the wugi iigg bu, Cheng Enze ~1~·
~~ [1785-1837] wrote: "This work should have been published already,
but that has not yet happened.
I repeatedly sent someone to Weng's
home to prepare a manuscript copy, for I heard that it was rare and
secreted.
It must be protected lest it were later to be destroyed in
a military conflagration and could no longer be reprinted."17
Sadly, this valuable work of history has not been reprinted and
circulated for use. Today, we again introduce it to a broad readership in the hope of attracting the attention of concerned scholars.
We hope they will make use of the Wugi j1gg bu and not let it once
again pass in obscurity, lost in libraries and unknown to people. We
propose "that a concerned publisher print a punctuated edition of it
to ensure a greater aUdience. 1 8 By the same token, when researching
the history of Sino-Japanese cultural interaction, consideration of
events in the past does not mean that we bury this first-rate endeavor on behalf of mutual understanding which Weng Guangping of the Qing
era wrote. The assiduous labors he expended in the construction of
this edifice to Sino-Japanese friendship should encourage us today to
bring to light his indomitable, obstinate spirit. Then, his work
will have made an even greater contribution to Sino-Japanese friendship and cultural exchange over the generations.
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